
Finance 1 2014!!!
Lecture 1 + 2!!
-Functions of the financial system - roles of surplus and deficit units, contracts - securities- debt 
and equity, difference between primary and secondary markets. !!
-Functions - Settle commercial transactions, arrange the flow of funds, transfer and manage risk, 
generate information to assist decision making, deal with incentive problems in contracting.!!
-Who participates in the financial system?!
! -Surplus units - supplier of funds - e.g. lenders investors shareholders. !
! -Deficit units - users of funds - use someone else’s money. !e.g - borrowers!
! -Entities can be both surplus and deficit units at the same time. !!
-The flow of funds - the financing system organises the flow of funds - from surplus units to deficit 
units, funds flow from these two entities and can be via intermediaries or through financial markets. !
!

-When you are a surplus 
unit, it is given that you 
want a return, generally 
surplus units usually do not 
have a major amount of 
funds. On the other hand, 
when you are a deficit unit, 
you want to give back to 
the creditor as low as 
poss i b l e i n t e rms o f 
amount of cash. !!!!

How do intermediaries connect surplus and deficit units? - with contracts - “the glue of the 
financial world” !!
Contracts !

- A promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law gives a remedy.!
- A promise is a commitment or an undertaking that some event will or will not occur in the 

future. !
- Security - financial contract that can be trade in a financial market - asset involved, commodity 

(gold), hard asset (property), financial asset (shares).!
- Transaction - arrangement between a buyer and a seller to exchange an asset or service for a 

payment. An agreement is settled between two parties.!
- Settlement - is when the value and title is transferred. Complete settlement occurs when all 

values have been exchanged, the transaction and the settlement is not always at the same 
time, an agreement can be established but the time to pay for the exchange is in the future. 
E.g you buy a candy bar at 7/11 with a credit card, a transaction has occurred but the 
settlement doesn't happen immediately, you have received your candy bar but 7/11 has not 
received the cash you paid yet. !!

-Governance - covenants and security - provisions within the contract that restricts the behaviour of 
the borrower set by the creditor to ensure the safety of the investment and etc. !!



-Equity - ownership interest - instead of lending, you purchase a share or proportion of the 
ownership of the company, there is unlimited potential in this case, however there are downsides 
and risks in this process as debtors are always paid first and equity-holders are paid last. Thus, 
this can be risky when liquidation occurs within a company. !!
-Primary market - arranges for issue of new securities - issuers hire investment banks to sell the 
securities. !!
-Secondary market - Where the shareholders of companies can sell their personal shares to other 
individuals that want to purchase these shares, thus this provides liquidity to investors, which is the 
ability of turning assets into cash. !!
-Risk - chance that expected outcome is not achieved (there are both upsides and downsides) 
something that happens that is not expected.!

-Credit risk - possibility that borrower will not meet scheduled repayments - which leads to a 
default on loan !
-Market risk - possibility of unexpected movement in the market - fluctuations of interest 
and exchange rates.!
-Operational risk - failure of process or proper control within the entity.!
-Shocks - random events that we ourselves cannot control - e.g natural disasters !
-Moral hazard - relates to agency problems, sometimes one person has control over an 
activity, but doesn't bear all costs associated with the activity- this arises when a contract 
changes incentives so one party may not act responsibly - E.G - insurance.!!

Lecture 3!!
Return - Increase in value or return on stocks or other equity/assets an investor purchases. !
Interest - cost of funds in monetary value paid by the borrower to the creditor.!
-Rate of interest - measure of growth on a sum of money - usually measured in % increase and in 
annual terms.!
-Yield - interest rate on a tradable security !
-Present value (P) - the starting amount invested or borrowed or value today of future payments. 
Essentially how much the investor has to pay to make this investment, what is the value of the 
investment now.!
-Future value )F) - the terminal value of a loan or investment, how much is the investment going to 
be worth in the future. !!
F = P + I(Interest) !!
The interest is the difference between the present value and the future value.!!
Interest = P x r x t!!
P = the starting amount!
r = the nominal interest rate per annum!
t = the length of the loan in years!
Compound interest - Where the interest rate of the investment will grow at an exponential rate, 
where the gradient of the monetary growth of the value of the investment is not fixed but steadily 
growing. Thus, granting a higher return. !



Example - invest of $100 at 10% interest per annum, the interest per annum will be re-injected into 
the investment. !

Compound interest formula F = P (1+r)^t!!
annual frequency is known as k, k = 12 if compounding is yearly, k = 4 if compounding is quarterly!
r = nominal rate of interest per annum!
t = terms in years! !!!!!!!
Example - calculate the future value and interest earned if $1000 is invested for (i) 5 years and (ii) 
10 years at 12% pa compounding:!!
i) yearly - 5 years : = 1000(1 + 0.12/1) ^ 1 * 5 = $1762.34 Interest = $762.34!
ii) monthly - 5 years= 1000(1+0.12/12)^12*5 = $1816.7  Interest = $816.7!!!
The compounding effect is greater the shorter the compound period ( the larger the value of k is)!
-Thus calculating the effective rate of interest indicates the % rate of interest.!
Formula: ! !!!!!!!!!


